Hi Julie,

Full conference papers were independently reviewed in a double-blind review by a minimum of four members of the AAAI-10 program committee. I have attached the full list of program committee members below. Please let me know if you have any further questions.

Regards,

Carol Hamilton

At 4:10 PM +1100 12/9/10, Julie Arnold wrote:

Dear Conference Organiser,

I understand that you were the one of the organisers of the AAAI Conference on AI held in Atlanta Georgia on 11-15 July 2010. Could you please tell me whether all conference papers were independently refereed in full, through a process of external assessment or peer review? If so, could you also please let me know if assessors had a broad national or international representation. This information is required for a publications collection to be submitted to the Australian Government Department of Education, Science and Technology.

A response to this correspondence stating that full conference papers were independently refereed or peer reviewed and giving the list of assessors is sufficient. Thank you for your assistance.

kind regards

Julie

--

Julie Arnold
Student Administrator
School of Computer Science
ANU College of Engineering and Computer Science
The Australian National University
CANBERRA ACT 0200
T: +61 2 6125 4043
F: +61 2 6125 0010
E: Julie.A.Arnold@anu.edu.au
W: http://cecs.anu.edu.au
CRICOs Provider # 00120C

--

Carol McKenna Hamilton
Executive Director
Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence
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